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April 18 launching the election campaign, that the focus of 
his party's effort will be to force a shift in the country on the 
beam weapons issue and to mobilize support to ban the Greens 
as unconstitutional (the German Basic Law prohibits the for
mation of fascist parties). 

The EAP is the only party that has campaigned consist
ently against the Greens as a principal threat to the future of 
West Germany as an industrial republic. For two years it has 
circulated dossier material on the "brown" fascist origins and 
ideology of the Greens and their international controllers
material whose accuracy is now being demonstrated in the 
merging of "left" and "right" in the peace movement. 

The beam weapon issue is poorly understood in Ger
many, where the population is influenced by media hostility 
to Reagan's policy and by fears that a U.S. anti-ballistic 
missile defense system would lift the "nuclear umbrella" over 
Europe. If the United States were no longer threatened by a 
Soviet nuclear strike, the media line goes, what would guar
antee Washington's military commitment to Western Europe? 

Instead of working with Reagan to develop an overall 
policy centered around beam weapon defense--one which 
would include a major European scientific contribution to the 
development of these systems-Bonn leaders are fixated on 
"Euromissiles" and Soviet tanks. Former Chancellor Schmidt, 
and the Kohl government along with him, has pressed for a 
negotiated solution to the missile problem at the Geneva arms 
talks---even though no arms control agreement could have 
guaranteed the security of either superpower under the cir
cumstances. Now that the beam weapon policy could for the 
first time virtually guarantee that superpower security, Eu
rope suddenly feels irrelevant and scared. 

Friesecke in his election speech stressed that the EAP 
would seek to cut through this foolish attitude and convince 
Germans that Reagan's policy is in their own interests. "Facts 
don't count in this country. Nobody here h�s understood until 
now what the Reagan doctrine means . . . . Weinberger said 
he would be happy if the Soviets would develop the same 
defense policy system. But naturally this was not reported in 
the German press . . . . Those close to Reagan understand 
what this is all about, and German politicians would be better 
off to open their minds and realize the seriousness of the 
situation too." 

We are now on the verge of a new "Cuban-missile-style 
crisis," Friesecke said, as well as an economic crisis of cat
astrophic proportions. The beam weapon policy can turn both 
of these situations around. The EAP, he said, will show how 
beam-weapons defense and the civilian technologies related 
to it can revive a national sense of "Great Projects," of a 
mission as the workers, scientists, and inventors who develop 
advanced technology to develop the world. The EAP will 
propose using the industrial potential of the West to, first, 
industrialize the Third World and develop advanced agricul
ture there; second, launch a new industrial revolution with 
laser technology; and third, colonize space for the benefit of 
mankind as a whole. 
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Lejeune undercuts 
right to life movement 
by Dana Sloan 

On April 7, 1983 in Wiesbaden, West Germany, EIR found
ing editor Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. described Prof. Jerome 
Lejeune of Paris as one of the most evil representatives of 
Christian fundamentalism. 

Jerome Lejeune, through his connections in France, the 
United States, and Italy, is engaged in an international cam
paign to sabotage the Club of Life, founded by Helga Zepp
LaRouche as an international counterpole to the Malthusian 
Club of Rome organization. He and his cultist friends are 

systematically spreading the rumor that Mr. and Mrs. La
Rouche and the General Secretary of the European Labor 
Party, Jacques Cheminade, are "KGB" agents. His first at
tacks came out at the moment when Lyndon LaRouche first 
identified the conspiracy of Anglican, fundamentalist, and 
KGB forces behind the May 1981 assassination attempt against 
Pope John Paul II, and when Cheminade spoke at the 1982 
French Right to Life (Laissez-les-Vivre) congress, where he 
denounced the Club of Rome. 

Lejeune's use of the "KGB" slander is revealing, espe
cially when Professor Lejeune's own history, contacts, and 
comings and goings are known-including at least one trip 
to Moscow since 1980, during which he was received by 
Leonid Brezhnev himself. Certainly such preferential treat
ment indicates that Prof. Lejeune, who hides behind his 
profession as a specialist in genetics (he is reported to have 
discovered the chromosomal defects that lead to mongolism), 
is much more than he appears to be. Lejeune has admitted to 
different sources that what he fears is the exposure of the 
existing links between the Catholic Integrist (fundamentalist) 
movements in the West and certain "Eastern forces. " Second, 
he seeks to prevent the development of the Right to Life 
movement in France and elsewhere into a broad, principled 
coalition against the Club of Rome and Malthusianism gen
erally. He has emphasized that the fight for the right to life 
should remain "exclusively limited against abortion," be
cause "other issues would confuse the membership, and it is 
very dangerous to educate the masses." 

Like Soviet Communist Party leader Yuri Andropov and 
the Heritage Foundation circles in the United States, Lejeune 
is a staunch opponent of the beam weapons program an
nounced March 23 by President Reagan, and instead favors 
the deployment of Pershings and cruise missiles. To an army 
of scientists, engineers, and qualified soldiers he prefers a 
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"force of detennined foot-soldiers that, unfortunately, de
mocracies are unable to produce." 

As opposed a close friend of French Club of Rome mem
ber Andre Danzin, Lejeune is also a member of the American 
Society of Human Genetics, which publishes a journal called 
American Journal of Human Genetics, printed by the Uni
versity of Chicago Press. The journal is an offshoot of the 
Eugenical News, whose "race purification" advocates were 
financed by the family of Averell Harriman on the eve of 
World War Two to promote Nazi race science in the United 
States. Lejeune's association with the race scientists also 
involve his relationship to Dr. Ziegfued Ernst of Ulm, West 
Germany. 

The deranged Dr. Ernst, who like Lejeune is a member 
of the World Federation of Doctors for Life, has conceived a 
project to "re-establish the kingdom of God on earth, " based 
on "genetic heritage." According to Dr. Ernst, Paraguay
the paradise of dope traffic and Nazi activities involving 
associates of Klaus Barbie-is the ideal location for this 
revival, which should bring together the "5 million Germans 
presently living in Chile, South Brazil, and Paraguay." Dr. 
Ernst is known to be particularly interested in working with 
Professor Lejeune's Venezuelan contacts to further his project. 

In Italy, Lejeune, a member of the Academia Pontifica, 
works with Roberto di Mattei, who heads a group called 
Lepanto, which publishes a magazine for the "Christian cru
sade." Di Mattei is associated with the powerful Pallavicini 
oligarchical family for whom he has sponsored and organized 
conferences. Lejeune's friends are presently planning to cel
ebrate the 300th anniversary of the Holy Empire's victory 
over the Turks in Vienna. They look forward to pitting Chris
tian fundamentalism against Islamic fundamentalism, to cre
ate a climate for race riots and totalitarian measures of emer
gency-states. 

In Spain, Lejeune and his friend Genevieve PoulIot of the 
group "SOS-Futures Meres" are using the issue of abortion 
in an attempt to detonate an oligarchical fascist coup in that 
country, where certain conservative forces are ripe for any 
adventure. 

But it is without a doubt Lejeune's relationship with Tra
dition, Family, Property (TFP) that best exposes his posture 
as a devoted supporter of Pope John Paul II. Lejeune pro
fesses to having a close spiritual and ideological affinity with 
a group, headquartered in Paris on the Rue des Renaudes, 
which publishes a review called Permanences. The constel
lation of the Rue des Renaudes includes CLC, the Cite Cath
olique (now known under the name of Office International 
des Oeuvres de Formation Civique) and the Institut Culturel 
et Technique d'Utilite Sociale (ICTUS). TFP, the Brazil
based cult financed by the Braganza family, was officially 
invited at least twice (in 1974 and 1976) to participate in the 
Lausanne, Switzerland congress organized by the Office In
ternational at the Palais de Beaulieu. 

TFP, according to the Feb. 27 1982 issue of the Brazilian 
popular magazine Manchete, is currently carrying out its 
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military training programs by using photographs of John Paul 
IT for their target practice. As early as 1974, the TFP group 
had officially declared itself in a "state of insurrection" against 
the Vatican that Professor Lejeune pretends to serve. Down 
to this very day, the Paris representatives of TFP refer to 
Professor Lejeune as one of the most distinguished French 
representatives of their views.Back in the United States, Pro
fessor Lejeune has an equally revealing set of close acquaint
ances. The latter include the Benedictine priest with a Ph.D. 
in sociology, Father Paul Marx, who is president of Human 
Life International of which Lejeune is a member. Father 
Marx, who recently declared that he was "too busy" to issue 
a statement against euthanasia of the elderly practised in Los 
Angeles, praises Dr. Ernst as "the great German pro-lifer 
. . . who fought the Communists for four years in the Second 
World War," indicating that he at least approves of Dr. Ernst's 
Nazi past. Father Marx recently toured Portugal to participate 
in the worship of "Our Lady of Fatima," the cult figure of 
TFP. 

The constellation in which Lejeune finds his most impor
tant base of support in the United States also includes: 

• the Christian fundamentalist network centered around 
Christendom College in Virginia and its theology department 
headed by William Marshner. His wife Connie is one of the 
most active retailers of the line that LaRouche is "KGB," a 
slander she picked up from Larry McDonald's office. Mrs. 
Marshner is editor of F amity Protection Report. 

• Randy Engel, national director of the U.S. Coalition 
for Life, who has assisted the financing of Professor Le
jeune's genetics research activities. The most recent issue of 
TFP Newsletter (Vol. III No. 16) prominently displays Engel 
as a pro-life leader.Then there is the interesting fact of Pro
fessor Lejeune's professed close relationship with Eunice and 
Sargent Shriver who are nominally Roman Catholics. Under 
President Lyndon B. Johnson, Sargent Shrivet was director 
of the Office of Economic Opportunity, during the period in 
which OEO financed the massive proliferation of birth con
trol clinics across the United States. Simultaneously, Shriver 
was serving as Director of the Peace Corps, which of course 
was heavily involved in implementing the population control 
policies of the State Department's Agency for International 
Development throughout the developing countries. It is the 
stated policy of the Club of Rome-which Lejeune refuses 
to attack-to restrict birth rates among the "black, brown, 
and yellow peoples," according to one of its founders, Alex
ander King. 

Professor Lejeune and his friends are a threat to the ex
istence of humanity. They are not only sabotaging the fight 
against Malthusianism, but they have worked with the circles 
planning the assassination of Pope John Paul II. They are at 
the precise point of intersection of the Nazi International, the 
revival of fundamentalist cults under a Christian cover, and 
the Club of Rome and KGB operations. This is what they are 
trying to hide by accusing Lyndon LaRouche and his collab
orators of being KGB agents. 
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